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Lannister armour for sale

Custom made This items are a custom made, which means that our crafters use a customer's personal body measurements to produce. This type of production provides with a perfect fit of an item. DO-IT-YOURSELF DO-IT-YOUR... DO-IT-YOURSELF SETUP; write to us to price the size of men / price XS - waist ... XS -
waistline 63-69 cm (25-27 in.) S - waist ... S - waist 70-77 cm (28-30 in.) M - waist ... M - waist 78-84 cm (31-33 in.) L - waist ... L - waist 85-91 cm (34-36 in.) XL - waist... XL - waist 92-102 cm (37-40 in.) 2XL - wais... 2XL - waist 103-117 cm (41-46 in.) 3XL - wais... 3XL - waist 118-127 cm (47-50 in.) 4XL - wais... 4XL -
waist 128-137 cm (51-53 in.) 5XL - wais... 5XL - waist 137-147 cm (54-58 in.) Similar Product Reviews of Game of Thrones Leather Armor Items Shipping Costs LMA-13 will be added to the order price after adding it to the cart and determining your location. The delivery price depends on the region and the ordered
items. Please log in to save custom Welcome to Valyrian Steel. Origins of officially licensed copy weapons and armor from HBO® the hit TV series Game of Thrones® and George R.R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire series. Game of Thrones® Prop Reproductions We produce The Game of Thrones® Collection, a series
of collectible weapons and armor carefully recreated from realistic props used on HBO's popular fantasy fantasy game® Game of Thrones®. The officially licensed collections are made from the highest quality materials and have been made with special attention to reproduce the authentic details found on the props. A
Song of Ice and Fire Book Reproductions We produce weapons and armor copies from George R.R. Martin's bestselling book series. Each of the items is a limited edition that is registered separately and comes with a certificate of authenticity signed by Mr. Martin himself. Each item is designed while working closely with
Mr Martin to ensure that they fit his vision. FEATURED PRODUCTS King Robert's Warhammer Our overall featured product. King Robert's Warhammer This is the second re-release of one of our most popular book licensed products. George R.R. Martin's favorite book productions of ours, he even sent one to Mark Addy
(who plays Robert Baratheon). Basically a ten-pound sledgehammer with thorns, this giant meat softener is also one of the most dangerous things we've done. The spikes that will go through a car door, and have enough weight behind it that merely dropping it on your feet can be disastrous. Be extremely cautious when
handling it and like all our products, this is only for adults, which is meant only to show and should stay away from children. Longclaw Ice Oathkeeper High End Limited Edition Damascus Blades Red Viper's Spear Euron Greyjoy's Axe Robb Sword Arya's Blade Loras Tyrell's Helm Unsullied Helm Needle Widow's Wail
Khal Drogo's Arakh Unsullied Armor Stark Infantry Shield Lannister Shield Longclaw Scabbard Oathkeeper Scabbard Needle Scabbard Scabbard The Book... Oathkeeper Red Damascus Daario's Ladies Dragonglass Dagger Set Product InfoCTR: 0 Clicks0Impressions0 CTR (desktop/mobile)0 Published0First
publishedSaves0 Product Grid Performance Clicks0Impressions0 CTR (desktop/mobile)0Weekly CTR0Sales score Oathkeeper Red Damascus Daario Ladies Dragonglass Dagger Set Product InfoCTR: 0 Clicks0Impressions0 CTR (desktop/mobile)0Weekly CTR0Sales Point0Product Page Performance
Clicks0Impressions0 CTR (desktop/mobile)0 WP Category Performance Home › Game of Thrones Costumes &amp; Accessories Filter by All Aketon Antique Arming Gambesons Armor Authentic Baratheon Baratheon sigil Black Brown Clegane Sigil Coasters Coffee Mugs Coins Copper Cork Cotton Crowns Decor Die-
cut Direwolf Sigil Display Stand Dragon Drink Eddard Stark Egg English Fabric Faceless Man Feasting Fiberglass Fibreglass Figure Figurine Fire and Blood Gambeson Game of Thrones Mugs Gifts Gold Green Grey Grey Worm GreyJoy Sigil Hand made Hand of the King hand of the kingpin Hand Painted Hatchlings
HBO Series Hear me Roar Helmet Helmet Stand Helmets Iron Iron Islands Jaw Visor Jewelry Khaleesi King Pin Kingpin Knights Templar Lannister Lannister Sigil Lapel Pin Leather Leather Straps Life Size Limited Edition Littlefinger Longclaw Loras Tyrell Lord Petyr Baelish Medallion Medieval Metal Mockingbird Mug
North Kingdom On Sale Ours is the Fury Pin Purple Red Replica Mugs Resin Scabbard Shields Sigil Silver spo-default spo-enabled Stark Stark Infantry Stark Sigil Statue Statues Steel Swords Targaryen Targaryen sigil Unsullied Valyrian Steel We Do Not Sow White Winter is Coming Winterfell Wood Wyrmling Zinc
Alloy Sort by Featured Best Selling Alphabetically, A-Z Alphabetical Order, Z-A Price, low to high prices, high to low Day, new to old Day, old to new American Express apple pay club diners discover JCB Master PayPal visa Home King's Guard Armour Set Our King's Guard Armor set is inspired by the suit worn by the
Guardians of the King in the Game of Thrones series by George R. R. Martin and perfect for cosplay, fancy dress, LARP or as a really cool show piece! This seriously impressive armor is hand-crafted from 18-gauge steel with antique bronze finishes and heavily decorated with intricate details. It has overlapping skin-
scale armor on the neck, arms and legs and an adjustable leather strap and lock. The helmet dominates complete with a padded cotton liner cap that can be glued on for comfort if you want to wear it. The armor comes with a white cotton robe to complete the look and also includes a black steel trib bid to show off your
armor when it is not worn. Deepeeka Brand King's Guard Helmet Specifications: Height: 33cm Width: 20cm Depth: 25cm Circafer encycle: 64cm Weight: 2202g King's Guard Armour: Height (neckline to tassets) - 104cmWidth (shoulder to shoulder) - 62cmDepth - 34cmWeight 9700gCape Length - 150cm Armour Stand:
Height - 193cmWidth (crossbar) - 45cmDepth (base) - 27cm Very commanding presence. Review of Torvin's Treasures After a few years of bouncing back and down I decided It. The quality is pretty nice, Deepeeka standard. However, the helmet is the same size as The Mountain itself... It's huge. But it's still great.
Standing however is cheap and fragile. I'm worried it won't take much to send it to the ground. The value received regardless. (Published May 21, 2020) Kings Guard armourReview by CHRIS Extremely satisfied with the actual armor itself, beautifully designed and finished. BUT (and that's a big BUT,) buyer must be
handy on the SELF-made front as the actual black metal stand is very very poor, as follows. My stand was bent and buckled, miswelded and heavy oversized, had to cut 7 ins off the width of my crosspiece to get it correct!! Not the store bug in any way but will make the whole outfit un-displayable without the changes.
Report to support other buyers. (Published September 25, 2017) Absolutely gorgeous! Judging by Keanu Coupland This suit has gained one of the most detailed, stunning suits I've ever had the privilege of owning. And while the price is heavy, that weight is soon mild when you put it on your standing armor to show off to
all your friends! (Published November 4, 2016) Only registered users can write reviews. Please, log in or sign up In 2011, HBO production companies and broadcasters embarked on an effort that would change the landscape of broadcast television. Drawn from the famous A Song of Ice and Fire series by the fantasy
author George R. R. Martin, the production giant created an epic fantasy series unlike anything that had been done before. Game of Thrones quickly became an international phenomenon, breaking records and becoming the decade's most watchable series. Everything about the series is a big attraction for viewers -
writing, acting, directing, special effects, everything is professionally composed at no cost. It probably didn't hurt that there were frequent and wet scenes of intimacy between beautiful members and very in the shape of actors. Game of Thrones ended in 2019, and the end of a story captured the worldwide imagination of
the scope, width and depth of mythology. In the world in which Game of Thrones takes place, the fictional land of Westeros is ruled by the King of the First Men of Andals. This king, sitting on the Iron Throne, ruled the territories known as the Seven Great Cities. These kingdoms formed a loose alliance of provinces
stretching from the south to the titanic structure of ice in the North known as The Wall. For much of the series, the role of sovereignty is held by members of House Lannister, a family known in the series for deception, betrayal and unique siblings relationships. The King of the Seven Kingdoms is protected by seven
knights known as the Kings of The Kings, ostensi back to be good knights bravest in the country. Vowing to be sacred, the Kings will never marry, never father and son, and never seek their own wealth or glory, but to spend every moment Protect the king and the royal family. These knights were chosen for their strength
in battle and for their unsymless loyalty - which is ironic, considering the reigning king before the start of the series was assassinated by the guardian Jamie Lannister. This assassination led to Robert Baratheon's accession to the Iron Throne and his marriage to Jamie's Cersei twins. Jamie Lannister remained a member
of the Kings, and watched over his sister as the Lannisters gradually established its stranglehold on the Seven Kingdoms. The Darksword Armory Game of Thrones was inspired by the Guardians protecting the ruler on the Iron Throne. The armor featured here has been put into operation by Darksword Armory from an
external sword, and is made to our exact standard from 16 gauge steel with leather marks. Unlike the armor made indoors by Darksword, this armor is 900% combat-ready nor customizable – however, it remains a delicate piece suitable for cosplay, renaissance fairs and displays. Inspired by George R. R. Martin's
incredible work, Darksword Armory Game of Thrones Armor is sure to impress friends, family and anyone who has watched this generation's most popular TV series. Generation.
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